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The GAIA Synthesizer Sound Designer Features: - Full implementation of both the PC and Mac versions of the GAIA Synthesizer GUI. - Use the
GAIA Synthesizer GUI with its unique OS and graphical interfaces for adjusting all parameters at once. - Detailed control of all internal parameters
of the GAIA Synthesizer, with zoomable GUI screens for the sound bank and synth - Accurate and intuitive MIDI mapping. - An extensive menu of
audio and midi resources for use with the GAIA Synthesizer, including the GAIA Pdex, Roland "MikroMagic" keyboard, Roland FXpander etc. -

The GAIA Synth Sound Designer gives you full access to the Roland GAIA Synthesizer. - A very easy to use user interface which is a must for any
user of the GAIA Synthesizer! - Full Access to MIDI and audio inputs of the GAIA Synthesizer for control of any virtual instrument. - Work with

GAIA Synthesizer projects to sequencer the synth sounds easily. - Extremely versatile for use as a virtual instrument on its own or for use with other
audio software or hardware. - Robust technology, extremely reliable and professional and guarantees a superb experience for the user, whether

beginner or expert. - It works with any Roland GAIA Synthesizer and will be very useful for anyone using the GAIA Synthesizer in the production of
any commercial or non-commercial music. + The "classic" GAIA Synthesizer Sound Designer for the Roland GAIA Synthesizer Sound Bank. + The

GAIA Synthesizer Sound Designer for the Roland GAIA Synthesizer SoundsBank is a software instrument which allows you to make some really
powerful and creative synth sounds by manipulating your own Roland GAIA Synths sounds! There's no need to buy an expensive and complex

software synthesizer and software soundbank anymore for using the Roland GAIA Synthesizer on your computer. With the Roland GAIA Sound
Designer you get all the Roland GAIA sounds right at your computer desktop! The GAIA Synth Sounds can be stored in your Roland GAIA

Synthesizer as MIDI files or can be imported to the computer as audio files. The GAIA Synth Sounds can be synchronized with any MIDI instrument
on your computer or with the GAIA Synth, and then used to

Editor laptop drivers for best selling GAIA SH-01 synthesizer.For immediate release. Rebecca Genel Global PR and Media Manager for Roland
Corporation. It's time to move from words to deeds. Not so long ago, Roland introduced the world to its new GAIA SH-01 synthesizer, which was
appreciated by experts and musicians from all over the world. To celebrate this momentous occasion, Roland has launched a support program for
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musicians who are using the GAIA SH-01 for the first time or have already purchased it. Members of the program will have the opportunity to
purchase a new instrument at a special price and support musicians who work with the GAIA SH-01 in their projects. fffad4f19a
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